
TMA4315 Generalized Linear Models

Assignment 2:

Poisson models for count data

Deadline: Monday, October 31, 2016 (week 44)

Reports should be submitted to Jacob Skauvold, either in the mailbox (7th floor, Central Building
II), or by e-mail to skauvold@math.ntnu.no.

Guidance will be by appointment. If you need help with this project, contact the teaching assistant
and set up a meeting time.

In Assignment 1 you made your own myglm-package to handle Gaussian responses. In this exercise
you will extend this code to also handle Poisson responses within the same framework. The main
differences from before are that it is now necessary to perform numerical optimization to find the
parameter estimates and covariance estimates, and that residual sum of squares no longer is a useful
concept, so deviances are used instead. Also, the definition of the residuals will change.

Part 1: Poisson regression

The dataset given in smoking.txt consists of four variables:

• age: in five-year age groups 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79, 80+.

• smoking status: doesn’t smoke, smokes cigars or pipe only, smokes cigarettes and cigar or
pipe, and smokes cigarettes only.

• population: in hundreds of thousands.

• deaths: number of lung cancer deaths in a year.

To load the data into R use the command:

X = read.table("https://www.math.ntnu.no/emner/TMA4315/2016h/Assignment2/smoking.txt",

header=TRUE)

We are interested in studying if the mortality rate due to lung cancer (the number of deaths due to
lung cancer per 100 000 individuals during one year) controlled for age group varies with smoking
status. Assume that the number of deaths for each set of covariate values, Yi, can be considered
Poisson distributed, Yi ∼ Po(µi).
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a) One of the variables is not like the others, and should be treated as an offset. Which one and
why? How should it enter in µi?

b) We model the log-mortality, νi, in log(µi) = offseti + νi with a linear model and end up with
the standard Poisson GLM. Write up the likelihood as a function of the parameters β.

c) Extend the myglm package from Assignment 1 so that it can fit this model.

Tips and suggestions:

1. Add an additional argument family to your myglm function and make it use the code from
Assignment 1 if family = "gaussian" and include new code for the case family="poisson".

2. If the formula is written y∼offset(log(x1))+x2, the offset can be extracted with offset

= model.offset(mf) from the model frame object.

3. Use the R-function optim to find the maximum likelihood estimates for β.

4. Use hessian = TRUE in optim so that it also returns the Hessian at the mode. Calculate
the estimated covariance matrix based on this Hessian.

5. Note: You might have to implement a function that evaluates exact derivatives of the
likelihood and provide it to optim if you want to get the same results as the standard glm

function

d) Fit the full model using additive effects and interactions. Is the model satisfactory? Are the
interactions significant? Try modifying your model in a better way. Is smoking a significant
factor? (Consider the deviances of the models)

Part 2: 2015-16 Premier League

Load the dataset in R by using

data.file = "https://www.math.ntnu.no/emner/TMA4315/2016h/Assignment2/PremierLeague2015.txt"

d = read.table(data.file,

col.names = c("home", "away", "x", "y"),

colClasses = c("character", "character", "numeric","numeric"))

The dataset consists of four variables:

• home: the name of the home team

• away: the the name of the away team

• x: the score of the home team

• y: the score of the away team

The file PremierLeague2015.txt contains results from all matches of the 2015-2016 English Premier
League. An equivalent dataset from the 2015 season of the Norwegian Tippeligaen is available at
the url https://www.math.ntnu.no/emner/TMA4315/2016h/Assignment2/Tippeligaen2015.txt.
You may consider a different season and/or league if you like.

Each row of the data corresponds to one played match, where the home team played on their home
turf against the away team, who were visiting. Each team in the league faces each other team twice
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in the season. Once as the home team, and once as the away team. Hence, a league contested by n
teams will consist of n(n− 1) matches.

Your task is to investigate whether the official winner of the season really was the best team, and
to study the uncertainty of the final ranking. Specifically, for the 2015-16 Premier League, you
should be able to give some answer to the question “How likely or unlikely were Leicester City to
become champions?”. You should begin by reading the attached article (Lee, 1997) which gives more
background.

Our model is as follows. For each game, we assume that the number of goals x of the home team
is independent of the number of goals y for the away team. We assume that each team has a single
parameter that measures both defensive and offensive strength. We denote this strength parameter
eA for team A, and so on. For a match where the home team is A, and the away team is B, the
scores x and y will be distributed according to

x ∼ Po(exp(λhome + eA − eB))

and
y ∼ Po(exp(−eA + eB)).

Here, λhome is the home advantage parameter which is the same for all teams.

a) Is the assumption of independence between the goals made by the home and away teams
reasonable? (See the attached article for hints.)

b) If a match has a winning team, the winner gets 3 points and the looser gets 0. If the match is
a draw, both teams get 1 point each. Produce the final ranking for the season.

c) Using Poisson regression, estimate the strength parameter for each team and the home advan-
tage. Produce a ranking based on estimated strength and compare with the ranking from b).
Discuss.

Hint: One way to define the “formula”, is to do as follows. Let X be a (2×ngames)×(nteams+1)
matrix, then use

formula = goals ~ -1 + X

For each game, fill in two rows of X, corresponding to the team played, and whether there
is a home advantage. Make sure to set colnames of X to the names of the teams and
"HomeAdvantage".

d) Finally, we want to investigate if the team that won the season was really the best team. To do
this, we use the estimated properties of each team and the home advantage, and simulate 1 000
seasons. For each season, produce the final ranking, and then study the simulated distribution
of the final rank for each team. Compare with the final ranking of the 2015-16 season and
discuss.

e) (optional) Implement a model like the one described in the attached article (Lee, 1997), where
each team has two separate strength parameters. One defensive and one offensive. Redo the
entire analysis using this model, compare your results with those obtained using the simpler
model, and discuss.
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A game of luck or a game of skill?

Modeling Scores in the Premier
League: Is Manchester United Really
the Best?

Alan J. Lee
In the United Kingdom, Association
football (soccer) is the major winter
professional sport, and the Football
Association is the equivalent of the
National Football League in the
United States. The competition is
organized into divisions, with the
Premier League comprising the best
clubs. There are 20 teams in the
league. In the course of the season,
every team plays every other team
exactly twice. Simple arithmetic shows
that there are 380 = 20 X 19 games in
the season. A win gets a team three
points and a draw one point. In the
1995/1996 season, Manchester United
won the competition with a total of 82
points. Did they deserve to win?
On one level, clearly Manchester

United deserved to win because it
played every team twice and got the
most points. But some of the teams are
very evenly matched, and some games
are very close, with the outcome being

essentially due to chance. A lucky goal
or an unfortunate error may decide the
game.
The situation is similar to a game of

roulette. Suppose a player wins a bet
on odds/evens. This event alone does
not convince us that the player is more
likely to win (is a better team) than the
house. Rather, it is the long-run advan-
tage expressed as a probability that is
important, and this favors the house,
not the player. In a similar way, the
team that deserves to win the Premier
League could be thought of as the
team that has the highest probability of
winning. This is not necessarily the
same as the team that actually won.
How can we calculate the probabili-

ty that a given team will win the
Premier League? One way of doing this
is to consider the likely outcome when
two teams compete. For example, when
Manchester United plays, what is the
probability that it will win? That there

will be a draw? Clearly these probabili-
ties will depend on which team
Manchester United is playing and also
on whether the game is at home or
away. (There are no doubt many other
pertinent factors, but we shall ignore
them.)
If we knew these probabilities for

every possible pair of teams in the
league, we could in principle calculate
the probability that a given team will
"top the table." This is an enormous
calculation, however, if we want an
exact result. Amuch simpler alternative
is to use simulation to estimate this
probability to arw desired degree of
accuracy. In essence, we can simulate
as many seasons as we wish and esti-
mate the "top the table" probability by
the proportion of the simulated seasons
that Manchester United wins. We can
then rate the teams by ranking their
estimated probabilities of winning the
competition.
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The Data
The first step in this program is to
gather some data. The Internet is a
good source of sports data in machine-
readable form. The Web site
http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/r-johnson
Ihome.html has complete scores of all
380 games played.in the 95/96 sea-
son, along with home and away infor-
mation.

Modeling the Scores

Let's start by modeling the distribution
of scores for two teams, say
Manchester United playing Arsenal at
home. We will assume that the number
of goals scored by the home team
(Manchester United) has a Poisson dis-
tribution with a mean AI/OMt;. Similarly,
we will assume that the number of
goals scored by the away team
(Arsenal) also has a Poisson distribu-
tion, but with a different mean AAIIIIl"

Finally, we will assume that the two
scores are independent so that the
number of goals scored by the home
team doesn't affect the distribution of
the away team's score.
This last assumption might seem a

bit far-fetched. If we cross-tabulate the
home and away scores for all 380 games
(not just games between Manchester U
and Arsenal), however, we get the fol-
lowing table:

Home team san
0 1 2 3 4+

0 27 29 10 8 2
Away 1 59 53 14 12 4
team 2 28 32 14 12 4
score 3 19 14 7 4 1

4+ 7 8 10 2 0

A standard statistical test, the X2 test,
shows that there is no evidence against
the assumption of independence ( X2 =
8.6993 on 16 df, p =.28). Accordingly,
we will assume independence in our
model.
The next step is to model the distrib-

ution of the home team's score. This
should depend on the following factors:
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Using Poisson Regression
to Model Team Scores

Wewill assumethat the scoreXofa particular team in a particular gamehas
a Poisson distribution so that

e-1A"
.PT[X =xl =-x!-

Wewant themeanAof this distribution to reflectthe strengthof the team, the
quality of the opposition, and the home advantage, if it applies. One way of
doing this is to express the logarithm of each mean tobea linearcombination
of the factors. This neatly builds in the requirement that the mean of the
Poisson has to be positive. Our equation for the logarithm of the mean of the
home team is whenManchesterU plays Arsenal at home)

= I'+I'HOIfI+ U)+ l'oEFENSE(Arsenal)
SindIarl);· tomodel thescoreof the away team, Arsenal, we assumethe logof
themean is

log(A.-r) =I'+ + U)
Wehave expressed thesemean scores and ANIIY in termsof"parameters,"
whichcan beinterpretedas follows. First. there is an overall constant1',which
expresses the average scorein a game, then a parameter I'HOME' whichmeasures
the horne-team advantage. Next comesa series of parameters one for
each team, that measurethe offensive powerof the team. Finally, there is a set
of parameters again one foreach team, that measures the strength of
the defense.
The model just described is called a generalized linearmodel in the theory of

statistics. Suchmodels have been intensively studiedin the statistical literature.
Wecan estimatethe values of these parameters, assuming independent Poisson
distributions, by using the method ti maximum likelihood. The actual calcula-
tions canbe done usinga standardstatistical computerpackage. WeusedS-Plus
forourcalculations.
The parameters calculatedbyS-Plusare shown in Table2, and theyallow us

to compute the distribution of the joint score for any combination of teams
home and aw&)( For example, ifManchesterU playsArsenal at home, the prob-
ability thatManchesterscoresh goals andArsenal scoresa goals is

e-ltfoMEA,· e-a.wfA"X *M
h! a!

where andA.... are given by
=exp(1'+Poove+ (ManchesterU)+ 1'D£FENSE(Arsenal»
= exp(.0165 + .3518+ .4041- .4075)
=exp(.0165)x exp(.3518) x exp(.404l) xexp (-04075)
= 1.4405

and
A....r = exp(1'+ (Arsenal) + (Manchester U»

= exp(.OI65 + .0014- .2921)
= exp(.OI65) x exp(.0014) x exp(-.2921)
= .7602

Thus, ifM8n(:hester U played Arsenal at Manchestermany times, on aver-
.. ManchesterU wouldscore 1.44goals andArsenal.76 goals. Tocalculate
the probability of.ahome-side win, we simply total the probabilities ofallcom-
binedon of scores (J&,a) with h > a. Similarly, to calculate the probability of a
dnnv, we just totalall the probabilities of scoreswhere h = a and, fora loss,
where fa < a.A selection of theseprobabilities are shownin Table 3.
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Table 1-AverageGoals for and Against• How potent is the offense of the
home team? We expect Manchester
U to get more goals than Bolton
Wanderers, at the bottom of the
table.

• How good is the away team's
defense? A good opponent will not
allow the home team to score so
many goals.

• How important is the home-ground
advantage?
We can study how these factors

contribute to a team's score against a
particular opponent by fitting a statis-
tical regression model, which
includes an intercept to measure the
average score across all teams, both
home and away, a term to measure
the offensive capability of the team, a
term to measure the defensive capa-
bility of the opposition, and finally an
indicator for home or away. A similar
model is used for the mean score of
the away team.
These models are Poisson regression

models. which are special cases of gen-
eralized linear models. The Poisson
regression model is described in more
detail in the sidebar.

Team

Arsenal
Aston Villa
BlackburnR.
BoltonWan.
Chelsea
CoventryC.
Everton
Leeds U.
Liwrpool
Man. City
Man.U.
Middlesbro
Newcastle U.
Noum. Forest
QPR
Sheff. wed.
SouthamptOn
TottenhamH.
WestHam.U.
Wimbledon

Average
goals
for
1.29
1.37
1.61
1.03
1.21
1.11
1.68
1.05
1.84
.87
1.92
.92
1.74
1.32
1.00
1.26
.89
1.32
1.13
1.45

Average
goals
against
.84
.92
1.24
1.87
1.16
1.58
1.16
1.50
.89
1.53
.92
1.32
.97
1.42
1.50
1.61
1.37
1.00
1.37
1.84

17
18
18
18
12
8
17
12
20
9
25
11
24
15
9
10
9
16
14
10

Team
record
L
9
11
13
25
12
16
11
19
7
18
6
17
8
10
23
18
18
9
15
17

D)
12
9
7
5
14
14
10
7
11
11
7
10
6
13
6
10
11
13
9
11

C0mpe-
tition
points
63
63
61
29
50
38
61
43
71
38
82
43
78
58
33
40
38
61
51
41

Data Analysis
Table 2-T-.. and 0pp0Iitien .........
From Fitting the Generalized Linear Model

Before we fit the Poisson regression
model. let us calculate some averages
that shed light on the home-ground
advantage, the strength of the team,
and the strength of the opposition.
First, if we average the "home" scores in
each of the 380 games, we get a mean
of 1.53 goals per game. The corre-
sponding figure for the "away" scores is
1.07, so the home-team advantage is
about .46 goals per game-a significant
advantage.
What about the offensive strength of

each team? We can measure this in a
crude way by calculating the average
number of goals scored per game by
each team. Admittedly, this takes no
account of who played whom. Similarly.
we can evaluate the defensive strength
of each team by calculating the number
of goals scored against each team.
These values are given in Table I. We
see that Manchester United has the
best offense. but Arsenal has the best
defense.

Team

Arsenal
Aston Villa
Blackbum R.
BoltonWan.
Chelsea
CoventryC.
Everton
LeedsU.
Liverpool
Man. City
Man.U.
Middlesbro
Newcastle U.
Nottm. Forest
QPR
Sheff. Wed.
SouthamptOn
TottenhamH.
WestHam. U.
Wimbledon

Offensive
parameter .

.00

.06

.24
-.19
-.05
-.12
.28
-.18
.36
-.37
.40
-.32
.31
.05
-.23
.01
-.34
.03
-.11
.16

Offensive
multiplier
1.00
1.07
1.27
.83
.95
.88
1.33
.84
1.43
.69
1.50
.73
1.36
1.05
.80
1.01
.71
1.03
.90
1.17

-.41
-.31
-.01
.38
-.09
.22
-.07
.16
-.32
.17
-.29
.02
-.24
.12·
.16
.24
.06
-.23
.07
.38

Detenslve
multiplier
.67
.73
.99
1.46
.91
1.24
.93
1.18
.72
1.19
.75
1.03
.78
1.13
1.17
1.27
1.07
.79
1.08
1.47
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Table 4-Results From Simulating the season
Actual Poisson model Simulated Simulated Proportion

Team points expected mean sld. dey. attopd
95/96 points points points table

Man.U. 82 75.7 75.5 7.1 .38
Newcastle U. 78 70.7 70.5 7.8 .16
Liverpool 71 74.9 74.9 7.5 .33
Arsenal 63 63.8 63.6 7.7 .03
AslDnVilla 63 63.7 63.6 7.4 .03
Bladcbum R. 61 61.2 61.4 7.4 .03
EWI'ton 61 64.9 65.0 7.5 .04
Toa:enham H. 61 60.2 60.8 7.5 .01
NoIIm. Forest 58 50.0 49.5 7.4 .00
West Ham. U. 51. 46.3 46.1 7.7 .00
Chelsea 50 53.4 53.5 7.4. .00
Leeds U. 43 41.4 41.4 7.4 .00
Middlesbro 41.5 41.8 7.4 .00
Wimbledon 41 44.7 44.7 7.6 .00
Sheff. Wed. 49 44.8 44.9 7.2 .00
QwentryC. 38 41.2 41.4 7.6 .00
Man. City 35.4 6.9 .00
Southampton 38 39.6 39.5 7.0 .00
QPR 33 39.9 40.1 7.3 .00
Bolton Wan. 29 33.9 34.0 7.2 .00

Table 3-Probabilities of a Win, Draw,
or Loss for SelectedMatch-ups

their opposition. This agrees with the
preceding crude estimate; 1.5263 is
142% of 1.0737.
Next we come to the offensive and

defensive parameters. The estimates of
these are contained in Table 2. We see
that Manchester United has the largest
offensive parameter (.4041) and
Arsenal the smallest defensive parame-

Now we can approach the problem of
whether or not Manchester United was
lucky to top the table in the 95/96 sea-
son. As we noted previously, the Poisson
regression approach allows us to calcu-
late the chance of a win, loss. or draw
for a game between any pair of teams.
In principle, this allows us to calculate
exactly the chance a given team will top
the table. The calculation is too large to
be practical, however, so we resort
instead to simulation.
For each of the 380 games played,

we can simulate the outcome of each
game. Essentially, for each game, we
throw a three-sided die (conceptually

Simulating the Season

ter (- .4075). which is consistent with
the preceding preliminary analysis. To
get the expected score for a team, we
multiply the "typical away team" score
(1.0166) by the offensive multiplier and
by the defensive multiplier. In addition,
if the team is playing at home, we mul-
tiply by 1.4216 ( = Note that
these parameters are relative rather
than absolute: The average of the offen-
sive and defensive parameters has been
arbitrarily set to 0 and the "typical team"
parameter adjusted accordingly.
What do we get from this more com-

plicated analysis that we didn't get from
the simple calculation of means? First,
the model neatly accounts for the offen-
sive and defensive strengths of both the
home team and the opposition. In addi-
tion. using the model. we can calculate
the chance of getting any particular
score for any pair of teams. In particu-
lar, the model gives us the probability of
a win, a loss, or a draw.
The results in Tables I and 2 are in

agreement, giving the same orderings
for offense and defense. This is a con-
sequence of every team playing every
other team the same number of times.
If we perform the calculations

described in the sidebar on page 18, we
can calculate the probability of win, lose,
and draw for any pair of teams, home and
away. For example, Table 3 gives these
probabilities for the top few teams. To
continue our example. we see from these
tables that when Manchester United
plays Arsenal at Manchester, they will
win with probability .53, draw with prob-
ability .27, and lose with probability .20.

.26

.27

.23

.30

.31

.23

.20

.33

.33

.20

.29

.22

Prob.dloss
.25
.25
.24
.26
.26
.25
.27
.30
.30
.28
.30
.29

Prob.ddraw
.48
.47
.53
.44
.43
.52
.53
.37
.37
.52
.41
.49

Prob.dwin
Liverpool
Man.U.
Newcastle U.
Man.U.
Liverpool
Newcastle
Arsenal
Man.U.
Liverpool
Arsenal
Newcastle U.
Arsenal

Hometeain
Man.U.
Liverpool
Man.U.
Newcastle U.
Newcastle U.
Liverpool
Man.U.
Arsenal
Arsenal
Liverpool
Arsenal
Newcastle U.

Now we "fit the model" and esti-
mate the parameters. The intercept is
.0165, and the home-team advantage
parameter is .3518. The first value
means that a "typical" away team will
score 1.0166 ( = goals, and the
second means that, on average, the
home team can expect to score 100 x
ems = 142% of the goals scored by
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only) whose faces are win. lose, and
draw. The probabilities of these three
outcomes art.' similar to those given in
the preceding tables. From these 380
simulated games. we can calculate the
points table for the season, awarding
three points for a win and one for a
draw. and see which team topped the
tuhlc.
In fact we used a computer program

to simulate the 95/96 season 1.000
times. \Ve can calculate the mean and
standard deviation of 1.000 simulated
points totals for each team and also the
expected number of points under the
Poisson model described previously. We
can also count the proportion of times
each team topped the table in the 1.000
simulated seasons. which gives an esti-
mate of the probability of topping the
table, Table 4 gives this information.

1\lanchestcr seems to haw been a
lillie lucky. hut it still has the highest
average score. Liverpool was definitely

unlucky and according to our model is
really a better team than Newcastle
United. who actually came second.
Of course. our approach to modeling

the scores is a little simplistic. We have
taken no account of the fact that teams
differ from game to game due to
injuries, trades. and suspensions. In
addition. we are assuming that our
model leads to reasonable probabilities
for winning/losing/drawing games.
Teams that tend to "run up the score"
against weak opponents may he overrat-
ed by a model that looks only at scores.
and teams that settle into a "defensive
shell" once they have got the lead may
he underrated. Still. our results do seem
to correspond fairly well to the histori-
cal result of the 95/96 season.
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